
*****Premiere Programming Alert*****

CONTRACTOR MIKE HOLMES AND HIS KIDS MICHAEL HOLMES, JR. AND SHERRY HOLMES RETURN
IN NEW SEASON OF HGTV’S ‘HOLMES FAMILY RESCUE’ ON WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, AT 9 PM ET/PT

WHAT: Holmes Family Rescue

WHERE/WHEN: Holmes Family Rescue premieres Wednesday, June 21, at 9 p.m. ET/PT on HGTV.

WHO: After attracting more than 25.5 million viewers to its freshman season, popular HGTV series
Holmes Family Rescue starring contractor Mike Holmes and his kids, home renovation experts
Michael Holmes, Jr. and Sherry Holmes, will return for nine new episodes. The series spotlights
Mike’s personal mission to “make it right” for homeowners who have fallen victim to careless or
dishonest contractors. In each episode, he will team up with Michael and Sherry to rescue more
desperate clients who are struggling with botched construction jobs—exposing the shoddy renovation
work and then helping the families fix the problem.

In the sophomore season premiere, Mike, Michael and Sherry will meet a family whose plans for a
kitchen and basement addition resulted in a year of terrible workmanship by a contractor who left
them with an unlivable house. To deliver a beautiful and safe home, they’ll first contend with
electrical hazards, crumbling brick and structural issues. Another couple will call on Mike and his kids
to install a backyard pool after a contractor took their money but completed no work. During future
episodes, the Holmes family will right more wrongs, including updating inferior plumbing, eradicating
dangerous mold and bringing unsafe spaces up to code for people in need.

Holmes Family Rescue is produced by Make It Right Productions.

DIGITAL/SOCIAL: Fans are invited to connect with Holmes Family Rescue on HGTV’s digital platforms
at HGTV.com and by following @HGTV and #HolmesFamilyRescue on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and TikTok. In addition, fans can follow Mike (@make_it_right), Michael (@mikeholmesjr) and Sherry
(@sherryholmes) on Instagram. The new episodes will be available to stream the same day on Max®
and on HGTV GO.

PHOTO (COURTESY OF HGTV):
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1duut-DJg1ptpDMMD8MyJLX7rpVJkJWN-/view?usp=drive_link

PRESS CONTACTS:
Chelsey Riemann / chelsey.riemann@wbd.com / 865-607-4188
Amy Hammontree / amy_hammontree@wbd.com / 865-216-3618
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